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Interdisciplinary Unit
March 27, 2007
Creating a Community of Learners

HOW CAN YOU CHANGE YOUR WORLD?
WHAT ITEMS CAN BE OR HAVE BEEN RECYCLED IN
YOUR CLASSROOM?
BE THE CHANGE THAT YOU WANT!
Theme:
Often, we find that there is a disconnect between the classroom and the world
beyond the classroom. The classroom may serve as an escape from the world beyond the
classroom- either an escape from the horrors of home-life, or an escape from the
realization that others are not as privileged as we who spend out days grappling with
ideas and expanding our minds. Our most general goal in this unit is to connect the
classroom to this world beyond. We seek to help our students to connect that which they
learn in the classroom to that which lies beyond the classroom. Students will leave this
unit with a broadened sense of the work that occurs in the classroom. They will
understand that powerful action is always preceded with deep thought. They will first
recognize a problem that is occurring in the outside world. They will then use the
classroom as a space in which they can grapple with the implications of the problem and
to carefully plan out an active response to the problem. Then the students will go beyond
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the thought-space of the classroom and perform the healing-acts that they developed in
the classroom space. In this way, the outside world is connected to the classroom, just as
the thoughtful mind is connected to the active body.
We will use the natural world as an example of that which exists beyond the
classroom, but can also be interwoven into the learning that occurs within the classroom.
We will open this integrated thematic unit by exposing students to the threats on the
planet. Students will come to an awareness of the dire situation of the natural world. The
discussions that derive from the newly developed sense of the state of the natural world,
will center around the concept of responsibility to act in the face of such a situation. We
will touch upon questions such as: how have we, personally, affected the natural world?
What is the role of the natural world in your personal life? Are we responsible to heal the
world? For what are we responsible? How does one gain responsibility?
Students will then spend about a week (extendable) learning about the methods
used to confront worldly issues. They will study the thought that goes into organizing
action. Some of the methods they will study are those of Civil Rights workers, persuasive
speech givers, political speeches. All that students learn in the classroom will be geared
toward enabling the student to confront a larger audience with her views: she will be
taught to give a persuasive speech, to organize an event, to speak knowledgably with
adults, to organize peers and adults, to write an attractive pamphlet that will convey her
views.
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Unit Rationale
The purpose of this unit is to awaken the spirit of community involvement, social
responsibility, and political action in a class of 60 eighth grade students at a public
middle school. Student driven learning is the framework by which this unit will be led,
however science, English and social studies teachers will be setting the standard of
knowledge that will be addressed. It is hoped that after exposure to a wide array of
knowledge with previous successful endeavors to this purpose, beginning with an
opening activity showing the movie “An Inconvenient Truth”, students will be able to
explore and develop their own voice and express their own sense of empowerment in the
world at large.
Of course, Massachusetts Curriculum frameworks need to be addressed and
incorporated into the unit and the standards to be met will be introduced to the children in
each subject area. Their learning will be directed by them as much as possible however
by designing lessons that present choices and within the guidelines; MCAS testing will
prove the proficiency of this type of curriculum design.
The students will take the ideas presented to them, and by designing and
implementing a recycling awareness drive in their community, demonstrate knowledge of
environmental science, political action, the history and construction of successful
political action groups, preparation of persuasive speeches and arguments as well as how
to prepare an informative pamphlet to distribute throughout the community. Further, they
will have to canvas the community, door to door, which will require the help of parents
and other community members. A culminating event, of a musical performance featuring
songs, poems, skits, etc. that the students have written about recycling and the
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environment will then be performed. Admission this event will be 100 recycled items to
be collected, sorted and brought to the appropriate centers for recycling be the students.
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Initiating Activity
Rationale: The objectives of this entire unit include students understanding what
is needed in terms of the environmental situation and learning strategies to address these
needs. Most basically, students will learn to act in response to certain needs. The
initiating activity will help students come to an understanding of the situation and require
them to grapple with issues of responsibility. This discussion of responsibility will
present complex issues to the students and encourage them to immerse themselves in
these questions. Students will not be expected to simply say, ‘yes, we are responsible to
heal the world.’ Students will, rather, be expected to address questions such as how are
we affected by the state of our environment? Knowing how future generations will be
affected by the state of the environment if things continue to progress as they are, what is
our role in changing this progression?
These questions will be presented to students after they view Al Gore’s film An
Inconvenient Truth. This film will be viewed with the whole group in an auditorium
space, if available. The students will spend all four core subjects on the first day of this
unit viewing the film. There will be a 20 minutes recess/snack break half way through the
film.
This viewing will be followed by two days of discussion in smaller groups.
During these days of discussion students will review what they learned in the film and
begin to deal with the questions of responsibility. At first we expect that students will not
feel responsible to act because they have not learned the skills needed. During these first
days, they will discuss exactly what is needed. We expect that they will come up with
things such as: spreading the word about what exactly is wrong and the repercussions of
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not acting, motivating people to act etc. Much of the needs that we expect students to
come up with are socially minded.
We will brainstorm with students about what skills they already possess that
would help them to motivate people toward action and what skills they would need to
develop in order to help. We will not assume that students will feel the need to act in
these ways, but we will be open with the students about wanting to teach them these
skills and then giving them the choice of acting or not. In this way, we hope that students
will make a decision for themselves as to whether they participate in an act derived from
the thought in the classroom. The only requirement exists in the classroom.
Since during the first three days of this unit all core subjects are integrated, there
must be a variety of activities that students move to and from. One of the activities will
be small group research projects. Students will choice one aspect of the film that they
wish to research more closely (the history of Alaskan oil mining, for example) and they
will spend one period (45 minutes) researching this in the library and on the internet at
school. During another period, with another supervising instructor, they will create a
presentation of their research. During the second half of the third day of this unit, all
students will gather in an auditorium space and share their presentations. Each group will
have 3-4 students, and each presentation will be 2-3 minutes. By the end of these three
days, students will have a strong sense of what is needed and will have developed their
own philosophy of action.
After the third day, we will resume regular classes for the following two and a
half weeks. In these classes students will learn the skills needed for communicating and
acting in response to the need of the environment. The culminating activity, which will
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occur in the final week of this month long unit, will be a student developed activity that
will use what skills they learn in the next weeks to respond to the information about the
environment that they’ve learned in the first three days of this unit. On a more intellectual
level, they will grapple throughout this unit with questions of responsibility.
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Massachusetts Frameworks for Social Studies

USG.5.1 Explain the meaning and responsibilities of citizenship in the
United States and Massachusetts
(Lecture on what constitution states and then open class to discussion
of what citizenship means to each individual. Provide thought provoking
questions, assign reflective journal because this will be a work in progress)
USG.5.3 Describe how citizens can monitor and influence local, state,
and national government as individuals and members of interest groups.
(Explore in depth, famous people and the groups behind them that had
large scale, influence on global issues. Give examples such as the music
concerts, Martin Luther King, Mother Theresa. Included in final paper
should be exploration of personality type that inspires people to greatness as
well as the economic factors that may have been present to motivate action)

USG.5.6 Identify specific ways for individuals to serve their
communities and participate responsibly in civil society and the political
process at local, state, and national levels of government.
(Journal writing in class to explore ideas on how students can
motivate or participate in politcal action) Web designs.
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USG.5.8 Analyze the arguments that evaluate the functions and values
of voluntary participation by citizens in the civil associations that constitute
civil society.
(self explanatory)
USG.5.9 Together with other students, identify a significant public
policy issue in the community, gather information about that issue, fairly
evaluate the various points of view and competing interests, examine ways
of participating in the decision making process about the issue, and draft a
position paper on how the issue should be resolved.

USG.5.10 Practice civic skills and dispositions by participating in
activities such as simulated public hearings, mock trials, and debates.
(As time allows, it would be great to organize class debates on papers
written about issue established above.)

WHII.44 Explain the reasons for the fall of apartheid in South Africa,
including the influence and ideas of Nelson Mandela. (H)
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(AS time allows, investigate one quite global issue and historical
event, as well as the man and his persona, stamina, strength, endurance and
influence to the world as a whole)

Day One- Engaging Activity- The film, “An Inconvenient Truth” by Al
Gore will be shown collectively to all three classes. A large group discussion
will follow on the first day. What does it take to change or influence your
world? Why should we care? What can we do? Write ideas on a concept
map to help students develop sense of purpose to unit and to get involved in
the planning of the next several weeks. Explain goals and desired learning
outcomes for each subject area. Especially important will be the discussion
of the over arching goals of social responsibility, global awareness,
community involvement, personal empowerment and responsibility.
Connect to science social studies and literature.
Students will be able to:
Identify personal feelings around global involvement.
Demonstrate knowledge of global warming.
Collectively discuss and explore their ability as a group to influence their
community.
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Develop directions that they would like to explore as an outcome of
watching this film.

Day Two- Break up into smaller class size groups and further discuss ideas
generated by the web. How the power of words, media, music, etc. influence
people… Political action. Overview.

DAY THREE. Research project introduced to students with thought
provoking questions worksheet, Rubric, and list of ideas for influential
political activists. Who are they? What are they about? WHY are they able
to be so driven? What did they do?

Be thinking….Do you have any of

these characteristics? What could you do to influence your world?

DAY FOUR- SEVEN

Gather data. Coincide with L.A. what it takes to

design an effective and powerful research paper.

DAY EIGHT- Paper Due.

Explore in depth your own abilities to influence

your world. What talents do you have to offer? Design your own political
persuasive protest or argument. Pass out guidelines for project. Students can
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choose any media form to present this idea, as well as what argument to
make.

DAY NINE AND TEN- Library or computer time to research issue.

DAY ELEVEN- Map out development of argument….How it will be done.

DAY TWELVE - Gather materials. Work on project……

DAY THIRTEEN-Final presentation

DAY FOURTEEN- Culminating Activity

DAY FIFTEEN- Same
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Orah Minder
April 22, 2007 (Earth Day!)
Integrated Thematic Unit
Community of Learners
Paul Jablon

Unit: Responsibility to Action
Grade Level Eighth Grade
Class Duration 45 minutes
Unit Duration 4 weeks: 3 days initiating activity, 12 days individual classes, 5 days
culminating activity.

Content Objective:


Students will be able to recognize and utilize effective persuasion tactics in both
writing a speaking.



Students will be able to identify and practice these persuasion strategies.



Students will begin to generate an understanding of the uses of writing a
speaking.



Students will begin to generate their own personal philosophy of responsibility
and compare this philosophy to those of their classmates and those of
contemporary and historical figures.

Strategy Objective:
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English: writing and recognizing persuasive speaking strategies, note taking,
giving constructive criticism.



Students will analyze and critique the philosophies of contemporary and
historical figures.



Students will learn to practice and recognize effective audience skills.



Students will learn to respectfully challenge and critique each other’s
philosophies of responsibility.

Essential Questions:


For what are we responsible?



Does An Inconvenient Truth change your sense of responsibility? How?



How can we ensure significant action in society?



Why is this a skill that needs to be learned?



Why can’t one merely DO something?



How do we find out what needs to be done?

English Frameworks: see appendix 6

Lesson 1: Realizing Responsibility: Initiating Activity.


Day 1: View The Inconvenient Truth. : Spend a period at the end of the day,
debriefing with the whole grade, so that more or less everyone is on the same
page. We also want to foster a sense of the whole group as a unit working for a
goal.
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Days 2. Small group discussions about the film. Ask students as a whole for their
reactions to the film. Bring up the concept of responsibility. Ask students: does
this film change your sense of responsibility? How? This discussion will span a
single period (45 minutes). In the last fifteen minutes of the period, ask students
what their new sense of responsibility inclines them to do? Tell the students the
plan for this unit: that we are setting out to learn how to act appropriately in
reaction to our newly realized responsibility. How can we ensure significant
action in society? Why is this a skill that needs to be learner? Why can’t one
merely DO something? How do we find out what needs to be done?



Day 3. Brainstorm ideas of actions that we, as a class-community, can do in
response to this film that we’ve seen. Tell students that for the next couple of
weeks we will be learning about instances in which others have felt compelled to
act, and how they have performed these actions successfully or otherwise.

Lesson 2: Responsibility to Speak.


Day 4: At this point, individual teachers will create and conduct independent
lesson plans until the culminating activity that will bring all lessons together. In
English: Students will begin a study of the act of speaking. On the first day,
students will be given the Marc Anthony and Brutus’s speeches.1 Students will be
given a background of the play and asked to read the speeches together in pairs.
Students will discuss how Anthony persuades his audience. A few volunteerstudents will be asked to perform the Anthony speech in front of the whole class
to show how body language contributes to the persuasive nature of the speech.

1

See English appendix 1
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Create a list of the methods that Marc Anthony uses to persuade the audience of
Brutus’ guilt. Today will focus on the writing of a persuasive speech. Tomorrow
will focus on the delivery of a persuasive speech.


Day 5: Students will be given a list of the aspects of a persuasive speech2 and
terms used to refer to persuasive speeches3. Are there any other aspects that we
want to add to this list? In class, students will begin writing persuasive speeches
that pick up on one aspect of the Inconvenient Truth film. They will be
encouraged to study both the list of how a persuasive speech is delivered and also
the elements of Marc Anthony’s speech that we studied yesterday.



Day 6: The teacher will show films of the delivery of persuasive speeches.
Students will discuss what the contributors of the persuasion are beyond the actual
words that are said. They may comment on body language, setting, audience, etc.
The homework over the weekend will be to practice performing their speeches.
Tomorrow they will perform their speeches before the class. They do not have to
memorize their speeches, but they will be marked down if they have their head in
the paper throughout the whole speech. The rubric for this grade will be compiled
from the list that the students generated yesterday, after watching the films.



Day 7: In English: Speech delivery. Students will be required to take notes on the
speeches (strategy objective) that include both comment on the content of the
speech and its delivery. Before delivery, students will discuss how audience
effects a performer. They will chart the qualities of a good audience and a bad
audience. Teacher will tell the students that about half their assessment will

2
3

See English appendix 2
see English appendix 3
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address their qualities as an audience. This discussion may take as long as twenty
minutes.


Day 8: In English: Continue with the speeches. Including the audience discussion
on the previous day, the delivery of the speeches will probably take two full class
periods. At the end of the second day of speeches (and to complete as homework
that night) students will be required to fill out a self evaluation form. They will be
required to address their composition (the rhetoric of the speech), their delivery of
the speech, the content of the speech, and their qualities as an audience.



Day 9(Thursday): Students will be put into groups of three to discuss their
speeches and the delivery of their speeches. Students will be required to give
constructive criticism (strategy objective) and practice giving their speeches to
each other again. They will not give their speeches again formally, but to make
post-delivery discussion useful, they will keep practicing and keep improving.
Ultimately, at the culminating concert, a few students will give their speeches.



Day 10(Friday): In English: Teacher will hand out Martin Luther King’s I have a
Dream Speech. Students will go through the speech individually, studying its
rhetoric and persuasion style. They will compare this speech to that of Mark
Anthony (15 minutes). In the whole group students will discuss their findings of
King’s speech. The teacher will then show the film of King’s delivery and
students will analyze his delivery of the speech.

Lesson 3: Responsibility to Write.
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Day 11 (Monday): This week will begin with a discussion of the act of writing.
We will begin the week with the question why do we write? Why don’t we just
tell or speak? Conversation may touch on ideas of permanence and creating the
self as immortal. We write shopping lists, we write novels, we write letters, we
write emails. What are the differences between these kinds of writing? What are
the similarities between these kinds of writing? Why would we chose to write
about our responsibility to the environment? How is writing more/less powerful
than speaking? At the end of the class, hand out the writing assignment for this
week.4 Tonight’s homework will be to find the quote that will use in their paper.5
They will also be required to do some research about the speaker of their
quotation to include as background and introduction to their quotation. This
background information will also help the student to establish the context in
which the statement was made.



Day 12 (Tuesday): Students will share their quotations with each other. The
whole class will discuss a quotation or two together and then the class will divide
into groups of two and three so that each student will get a chance to brainstorm
about their quotation with their peers. Students will be asked to say what is meant
in the quote, and how they might rephrase the quote to articulate their own
philosophy of responsibility. Students will learn from this exercise that it is
probably a better paper writing strategy to chose a topic that they do not fully
agree with.

4
5

see appendix 4
see appendix 5
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Day 13 (Wednesday): Today the teacher will hand out the prescribed structure for
this paper. The first paragraph will introduce the quotation that will be analyzed,
providing a context and background for the speaker of the statement. The thesis of
the paper will assert how the philosophy of the writer of the paper differs from the
that of the speaker of the quotation. The second paragraph of the paper will focus
on the quotation, analyzing each word, if necessary. The third paragraph will say
how the writer of the paper diverges from the speaker of the quotation. The fourth
paragraph will extend the writer’s philosophy of responsibility to what he/she has
learned from the class’ study of environmental concerns. The final paragraph of
the paper will extend this discussion to so what. Why does it matter that the
speaker of the quotation said this, and the writer of the paper diverges such, and
that this relates to the environment. If students haven’t done so already, their
homework is to begin drafting the paper.



Day 14 (Thursday): Students will have this class period to write their papers.
Homework will be to finish the paper.



Day 15 (Friday): Students will present their papers (thesis, quotation etc.) to the
class. Each student will be required to briefly summarize (1-2 sentences) each of
the paragraphs in their essay (15 sentences max). They will then be required to
address two questions posed by their classmates. Between now and the end of
next week, some of the students will be required to compile all of these essays
together and create a packet to distribute at the culminating activity. Students will
have the following week to refine their essays into publishable form.
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Day 16-20: Whole group culminating activity.
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English Appendix 1

Mark Antony:

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears;

I come to bury

The evil that men do lives after them,

The good is oft

Caesar, not to praise him;
interréd with their bones,

So let it be with Caesar…. The noble Brutus

Caesar was ambitious:

If it were so, it was a grievous fault,

Caesar answered it….

Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest,

honourable man;

So are they all; all honourable men)

He was my friend, faithful and just to me:

ambitious;

And Brutus is an honourable man….

to Rome,

Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill:

man.

He hath brought many captives home

Yet Brutus says he was ambitious;

You all did see that on the Lupercal

Did this in Caesar seem

here I am to speak what I do know.

And Brutus is an honourable

Yet Brutus says he was ambitious;

I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,

O judgement! thou art fled to

And men have lost their reason…. Bear with me;

coffin there with Caesar,

But

You all did love him once, not without cause:

What cause withholds you then to mourn for him?
brutish beasts,

Ambition should be

I thrice presented him a kingly crown,

Which he did thrice refuse: was this ambition?
And, sure, he is an honourable man.

(For Brutus is an

But Brutus says he was

When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept:

made of sterner stuff:

And grievously hath

Come I to speak in Caesar's

funeral….

ambitious?

Hath told you

My heart is in the

And I must pause till it come back to me.
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English Appendix 2

Adapted from http://iteslj.org/Lessons/Parker-Speech.html

The Lesson - Your Voice and Body are Your Best Tools

You are a natural talker. You have done it all your life. Every time you talk to someone,
you are trying to make him or her see things your way. It is true, that any time you say a
fact you are saying it is true.

For this speech, you have to guess that not everyone will agree with you from the start. It
is your job to make them see things your way. The goal of this speech is to change
someone's mind or way of thinking about a topic. Your voice and body language are very
important. Here you will see how your delivery can help.

There are several important aspects of presentation to keep in mind:
Body language - make sure that you have a proper posture. If your shoulders are sagging
and your legs are crossed, you will not appear as being honest.
Articulation - articulation means how your talking process works. There are several
steps to this. First, you need air from the lungs. Your vocal cords must be working. Your
mouth and tongue must work together. And you have to make sure that you have some
saliva in your mouth to keep things oiled. You should be aware of your physical makeup
to be able to understand how you speak.
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Pronunciation - pronounce each word. Avoid slang, except to make a point. And do not
slur your words. Avoid saying, "you know."
Pitch - pitch refers to the highs and lows of your voice. Whatever you do, avoid a
monotone.
Speed - your speed, or pace, is important to control. Between 140-160 words per minute
is the normal pace. Any faster and you may appear to be insincere. Any slower and you
sound like you are lecturing. If you are not sure about your speed, tape yourself for one
minute and then replay it and count the number of words you used in the minute! The
human ear and brain can hear over 400 spoken words per minute. So, if you are going too
slow your listeners' minds are going to start to wander.
Pauses - the pause is a critical tool. When you want to highlight a certain word, just
pause for one second before. If you really want to punch it, pause before and after the
word.
Volume - volume is another good tool for persuasive speech, but you should use it with
caution. If you scream all the way through your speech, people will become used to it. On
the other hand, a few well-timed shouts can liven up the old speech! Try to "project" or
throw your voice out over the entire group - speak to the last row.
Quality - quality of voice is tested by the effect that your voice has on your listeners.
Quality of voice is its nature and traits. Try to keep your vocal quality high; it is what
separates your voice from everyone else's.
Variance - variance of voice is your most important consideration of all! Change your
pitch, volume, and speed at least once every 30 seconds, if only for just one word. Never
go more than one paragraph without a change. This keeps your group locked into your
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speech, if for no other reason than it sounds interesting! Let the words speak for
themselves. Reflect their nature through your voice. If you use the word "strangle," say it
with a hint of danger in your voice. If you say the word "heave," let the group feel the
force behind it. If you say the word "bulldozer," make it sound like a big earthmover, not
like a baby with a shovel.
The Strategy: Appear Wise

When you are trying to convince someone of something, you must sell yourself before
you sell your message. If people feel that you are not being reasonable, you do not stand
a chance. You must be committed to the goals of your speech and what you are saying.
Do not use words such as "maybe" or "might"- use positive words such as "will" and
"must."
You are the power figure in this speech, so you had better supply enough information to
prove your points. People can usually spot someone who is trying to "wing" a speech.
You should also appear to be truthful --even when you are really stretching a point. If you
do not appear to be honest, people will doubt your word and tune out your speech.
Lastly, do not be afraid to show a little emotion. Your body and voice must match the
tone of your words. If your language is strong, you must present a physical force to go
along with your delivery.

Self-control You cannot sit back and let your words do all of the talking. You must use
your total self to deliver your message. This means that you will have to show a little of
your personality to the group. Your group will be supportive.
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The Group Reaction
The group has two major issues to consider after each speech. First, the delivery. Were
the speaker's body, words, and actions in agreement? Did one support the other or was
there tension between the body and the voice? Secondly, were you persuaded? Why or
why not? Discuss what makes a persuasive speech work and how the little changes can
make it work better.
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English appendix 3

Persuasive speech vocabulary

Exordium (introduction) to gain the approval of the hearers and their attention

Narratio (development) that the listeners may fully understand the matter beign discussed

Confirmatio (evidence) proofs, arguments and reasons, illuystrated by quotations

Confutatio (dealing with objections) to consider what may be objected against it, and how
to answer them

Conclusio (summing up) a short recapitulation.

FDind the division in lines 13-39 of Brutus’ speech and then in the liens of Antony’s.
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Appendix 4

The final writing assignment for this week is to write an essay on responsibility. You
need to find a quotation about responsibility. This quotation can come from anywhere. It
can come from An Inconvenient Truth, or any other source. This quote needs to be
introduced in the first half of the first paragraph of the paper. For instance, you may
write, “Al Gore states in his film An Inconvenient Truth that we are responsible for …”
The thesis of the paper will be an interpretation of this philosophy of responsibility and
your own take on the theory. Through the paper, your voice must come through. At least
one of the supporting paragraphs needs to speak about how the writers interpretation of
the quotation sheds light on the issue of responsibility to heal the environment.
Ultimately, the paper needs to assert a position on the concept of responsibility.
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Appendix 5

Possible responsibility quotations

“Every man is the architect of his own fortune”
-Appius Claudius Caucus

“Am I my brother’s keeper?”
-Gen 4:9

“You’re either part of the solution or part of the problem”
-Eldridge Cleaver

“When your neighbor’s wall is on fire, it becomes your business.”
-Horace

“Our privileges can be no greater than our obligations. The protection of our rights can
endure no longer than the performance of our responsibilities”
-JFK

“I belieive that every right implies a responsibility; every opportunity, an obligation;
every possession, a duty”
-John D. Rockefeller
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“To be a man is, precisely, to be responsible”
-Antoine de Saint-Exupery

“The fault, dear Brutus, in not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.”
-Shakespeare, Julius Ceasar

“The buck stops here”
-Harry S. Truman
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Appendix 6

GRADES 5–6
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed.)
3.8: Give oral presentations for various purposes, showing appropriate changes in
delivery (gestures, vocabulary, pace, visuals) and using language for dramatic effect.
3.9: Use teacher-developed assessment criteria to prepare their presentations.
Grades 7–8
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed.)
3.10: Present an organized interpretation of a literary work, film, or dramatic production.
3.11: Use appropriate techniques for oral persuasion.
3.12: Give oral presentations to different audiences for various purposes, showing
appropriate changes in delivery (gestures, vocabulary, pace, visuals) and using language
for dramatic effect.
For example, students modify their original science project, designed to be presented to
parents, when they explain it to a third-grade class.
3.13: Create a scoring guide based on categories supplied by the teacher (content,
presentation style) to prepare and assess their presentations.

GRADES 5–6
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed and as they apply to more difficult text.)
4.17: Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words using context clues (definition,
example).
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For example, students choose vocabulary words and write them in sentences that use
definition or example context clues, such as, “Residents were aghast–shocked–at the
destruction.”
4.18: Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words using knowledge of common Greek
and Latin roots, suffixes, and prefixes.
4.19: Determine pronunciations, meanings, alternate word choices, and parts of speech of
words using dictionaries and thesauruses.
Grades 7-8
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed and as they apply to more difficult text.)
4.20: Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words using context clues (contrast, cause
and effect).
For example, students collect examples of sentences that contain contrast or cause-andeffect clues, such as “Most organisms need oxygen to survive, but many types of bacteria
are anaerobic,” (contrast); or, “Because so much of the town was destroyed, rebuilding it
will be an arduous task,” (cause and effect). Students compile a list of words and phrases
that cue contrast clues (but, however, on the other hand, except) and cause-and-effect
clues (because, since, as a result, or therefore).
4.21: Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words by using knowledge of common Greek
and Latin roots, suffixes, and prefixes.
For example, while reading about men and women who pioneered in space and under the
sea, students come across such words as astronaut and nautical and use their knowledge
of Greek and Latin roots and the context to work out the meaning of these words. They
then compile a list of words they find in their science materials that are based on other
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common Greek and Latin roots.
4.22: Determine pronunciations, meanings, alternate word choices, parts of speech, or
etymologies of words using dictionaries and thesauruses.

GRADES 5–6
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed.)
20.3: Make distinctions among fiction, nonfiction, dramatic literature, and poetry, and use
these genres selectively when writing for different purposes.
For example, fifth graders visit the Revolutionary battlegrounds in Lexington and
Concord and write a press release about their trip for the local newspaper and a script
about the beginning of the American Revolution to be performed for younger students.
GRADES 7–8
(Continue to address earlier standards as needed.)
20.4: Select and use appropriate rhetorical techniques for a variety of purposes, such as to
convince or entertain the reader.
For example, in preparation for an upcoming election, student candidates and their
supporters discuss the most appropriate and appealing methods of presenting their
messages. They then write speeches, make posters, design campaign buttons, or compose
jingles for targeted audiences. As a group, students discuss how genre and audience
work together to support arguments being advanced.

23.7: Group related ideas and place them in logical order when writing summaries or
reports.
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For example, students write a summary of a biography of George Washington, grouping
their ideas in categories that make sense for the biography (early life, education, battle
strategies, actions as president) and placing the categories in a logical order as they
compose a multi-paragraph report.
23.8: Organize information about a topic into a coherent paragraph with a topic sentence,
sufficient supporting detail, and a concluding sentence.

23.10: Organize information into a coherent essay or report with a thesis statement in the
introduction, transition sentences to link paragraphs, and a conclusion.
23.11: Organize ideas for writing comparison-and-contrast essays.
For example, in writing a comparison between two characters, students consider two
forms for organizing their ideas. In the opposing form they describe all the similarities
together, write a transition, and then describe all the differences. In the alternating form,
they create categories for their information (appearance, character traits, relationships
with other characters) and describe both similarities and differences within each
category.

24.4: Apply steps for obtaining information from a variety of sources, organizing
information, documenting sources, and presenting research in individual projects:
• differentiate between primary and secondary source materials;
• differentiate between paraphrasing and using direct quotes in a report;
•

organize and present research using the grade 7–8 Learning Standards in the

Composition Strand as a guide for writing;
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• document information and quotations and use a consistent format for footnotes or
endnotes; and
• use standard bibliographic format to document sources.
For example, students read Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol. Grouped into
“families” from various strata of Victorian society, they use electronic, Internet, and
print resources to gather information about daily life in Victorian England before hosting
a period tea party for parents and administrators, imitating the social graces of the
period. During the tea, the adults ask students questions about the roles they are playing.
Then students organize and write a report presenting and documenting their research.

25.4: As a group, develop and use scoring guides or rubrics to improve organization and
presentation of written and oral projects.
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Science
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
individuals can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that
ever has.
–Margaret Mead
The current state of our global environment is of huge concern for a growing
number of world citizens and is the main focus of our unit. Over the past decades it has
become increasingly clear that we can no longer continue as we have for centuries:
depleting resources, generating waste and overpopulating the world. Because the world,
and it’s problems are so enormous, it is easy for the individual to become overwhelmed
or apathetic. We convince ourselves, that our tiny efforts in a sea of such complexity
could never make a difference. So why bother?
Through this unit, students will begin to study the interrelationships involved with
ecosystems.

By exploring and experiencing the systems part of ecosystems, in an

integrated basic systems biology and inquiry based approach, students will begin to find
ways to manipulate variables in the ecological and global systems locally that will
produce large changes globally. They will find out for themselves that “when we tug on
a single thing in nature, we find it is attached to everything else” (John Muir).
Science Schedule:
I. Modeling and Simulation
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By exploring relationships between organisms, through computer and physical
simulations, students will begin to develop a stronger understanding of the necessary
balances in ecosystems.
II. Development of class consensus of ecosystem models
After research, simulations, presentations and discussion, students will design
successful terrarium and aquarium habitats.
III. Explore Human (their) impact on Global Ecosystem

Science Process skills:


Identifying and Controlling Variables



Modeling



Predicting and Inferring



Communicating



Interpreting Data

Science Habit of Mind:


Open-minded, willing to change your mind in the face of reliable evidence, and
respect another’s point of view.



Offer reasons for findings and consider reasons suggested by others.



Seek better reasons for believing something than “Everybody knows that, “ or “I just
know” and discount such reasons when given by others.
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Be aware that there may be more than one good way to interpret a given set of
findings.



View science and technology thoughtfully, being neither categorically antagonistic
nor uncritically positive.

Objectives:


To encourage students to connect themselves to the global ecosystem, think critically
about human action and impact and to take action.



To integrate scientific knowledge and personal knowledge



Students will be able to identify and analyze system interactions in ecosystems;
including the global ecosystem



Students will be able to generate models of ecosystems based on their understanding
of these connections



Students will develop their ability to manipulate variables in systems

Other Subject Area Objectives:


Embedded: technology use of computer simulation software to model their ideas;
Math understanding and using ratios and simple formulas, graphing

Day 1-3:
Interdisciplinary activity – Inconvenient Truth video and discussions
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Day 4:
Acid Rain Lab: to be monitored over the course of the unit and written up as homework
at the end of week two. Students will observe the effects of an acidic environment on
radish plants. (Full description in Appendix).

Newsprint recycling activity (done in/with Art and Math class periods) – see appendix.
This activity illustrates the recycling process and will work on developing student
modeling and observation skills.

Math class will cover the calculations and

estimations of newsprint generation, resource depletion and conservation potential
of recycling.

For homework: Visit Science-groove.org (Crowther, 2006) and listen to some of the
songs in the MASSIVE database. Due at the end of next week, have them generate their
own poem, skit or song that incorporates science content related to ecosystems
(organism/environment interactions, global warming, recycling, etc). These can be used
for the Benefit Show.
Day 5:
T-Chart on Responsibility: what is responsibility, what does it look like, what action
does it require, how does it relate to the global ecosystem?
Simple Loop Diagrams of Simple ecosystems:
Have each research group discuss and record what they already know about ecosystems,
predator/prey relationships, and adaptations. (Foursquare or one of the structures).
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Be able to explain why (previous experience, previous classes, etc.) they “know” what
they list.
Make hypotheses about what effect changes in organisms/environments/communities
have on ecosystems. (make sure to include human impact on, etc.)
Reporters present their ideas and information
Make a class simple loop diagram of organism/organism and organism/environment
relationships (have each record the final class consensus in their science notebooks).
Assign homework: read handouts on predator/prey and symbiotic relationships modeling
(background intro from STELLA demos)

KWL for ecosystems: As a class, we will generate KWL charts for the organismenvironment interactions, and the global ecosystem.
Day 6&7:
“Oh-DEER,” Physical Simulation (in and with Math & PE class) – Demonstrates
the relationships between organisms and their environment.

Follow up conversation

needs to focus on interdependences and resource depletions issues. On the second day,
students will decide what variables to change and what items to introduce into the deer
habitat. They must make predictions on outcomes and document their findings. (For full
description see references)
Examining the Global Ecosystem
Have the students read Global warming (Shaw, 2002), over the next week.
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Open a discussion about the ecosystems we have been learning about and how we are a
part of them (“Where do we fit into the webs we have explored?”). Ask students what
they think about how humans are impacting the global ecosystem. Generate a class list of
their environmental concerns and ideas they have about how they can address them.
Have groups explore simulations:
Software module: STELLA Selective Pressures Demo, and Predator Prey Demo
(http://www.iseesystems.com/community/downloads/EducationDownloads.aspx)
This software allows students to see and/or create (based on level of skill - making it
useful in later units for greater utilization) system (concept) maps, as well as manipulate
variables and observe potential outcomes. This is a nice feature for ecosystem study
because it allows students to visualize changes and interactions that otherwise would be
difficult or impossible to observe in their scholastic time frame or setting. It also allows
students to become familiar with technological tools available for exploring science and
their world. Life science in particular is full of complex systems, and by getting students
to see the components and interactions within these systems, they will be able to develop
a stronger understanding of how everything works together.
Prompt them to change variables, but make sure they keep track of the changes, and what
the effects of the changes on the system are.
Circulate and make formative assessments of their understanding:
Do they understand what the changes mean for the system? Can they ask useful questions
about the system? Do they see the connections between components? What can we do to
lessen human impact on this system?
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Have the groups generate a summary of their findings, including graph outputs from their
manipulations of the simulation.

They should include their solutions for impact

reduction.
Have them prepare to explain (as groups) the models, how they worked and how they
relate to real world scenarios.

Continued as homework.

*Extensions and Advanced work can be done with other simulations that will be
available: resource depletion and waste production

Day 8:
Each group gives their presentation (5-6 min each)
As each group of four presents, all students will take notes in order to generate
“summaries” to be turned in as homework. They also fill out “grading sheets” for each
project in order to foster critical thinking and constructive input.
Ask how they think the information they have learned today could help them generate a
successful ecosystem (i.e.: terrarium or aquarium)
Create a class consensus of healthy ecosystems: their components and their relationships
(producers, consumers, environment, adaptation)
Have them generate

lists of items that

would

be

necessary

for

healthy

terrariums/aquariums - They should list reasons for their choices.
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Homework: Have them bring in items they have or can find that they feel will work well,
or that they are curious about (i.e.: “how will this slug affect the plants I use in my
terrarium? Is this biodegradable?”)
Day 9: Rainforest Simulation (in and with Math & PE class) – Physical simulation of
the life of trees and the delays involved in managing renewable resources (full
description in appendix).
Cleaning water with dirt lab: Students will create their own mini water treatment facility
using sand and charcoal filtration and observe how it works to clean dirty water (Full
directions in Appendix).
Day 10 &11:
Create Terrariums and Aquariums: Students will build terrarium/aquarium columns from
recycled soda bottles.

(Full directions in Appendix) This activity will include

recycling/reusing discussion.
Day 12-15:
How Do We Impact Our World Ecosystem?
Discuss “Global Warming book: “What did this book tell us about global warming?
About humans and ecosystems? About scientific knowledge and debate?

Are

environmental issues one-dimensional?”
Compare and contrast with “An Inconvenient Truth.”
Re-examine T-Chart on Responsibility.
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The Energy Web (Jablon, P. course notes EEDUC5013, Lesley University. Spring
2006):
Physical simulation that demonstrates and examines some of the connections
economic, political and personal incentives have to energy consumption and waste by
looking at the web of production, marketing and energy consumption. This activity will
help students begin to think about “non-environmental” factors that affect the
environment, as well as how their own consumerism contributes to the larger system.
This activity should also help them start to generate ideas of where in the systems they
can begin to make a difference.
As an extension or for advanced learners, there will be a series of Sustainable
development case studies available for them to research and or report on:
Sustainable development case studies (updated 05/2006) retrieved 11/15/2006, from
http://www.colby.edu/personal/t/thtieten/cases.html
Students can use these case studies to continue examining the social aspects of different
environmental issues.
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Culminating Activity
Roles: over the past two weeks, students will have developed skills of
communicating the knowledge that the learned in the first days of the unit. They will also
have developed a sense of the histories of communication and social action. They will
have continued to develop their knowledge and understanding of the situation of the
environments and developed practical ideas as to how this situation can be redirected.
The culminating activity will consist of students using the skills and knowledge they have
developed over the past three weeks to create an activity that involves the community to
do in this week. This week is the moment in which the learning is taken outside of the
classroom and students are asked to refine and culminate (at least for this unit) their ideas
about responsibility. Since this unit is generally about developing one’s own philosophy
about responsibility to act, some students will chose to act in different ways and at
different levels. This will be acceptable as long as the student is consistent with his
philosophy of responsibility to act.
The culminating activity will begin with one (or two) period meeting as a whole
group in an auditorium space. During this period, students will decide what they will do.
We will require that the activity be somewhat on par with a recycling drive and a rock
concert to motivate people in the community to participate. After a decision is made
about what the activity will be, students will delegate roles and groups to work with. One
group may be responsible for developing a pamphlet about recycling that includes some
information they have learned about the needs of the environment and the importance of
recycling. An alternative to this idea, may be to inform community members about the
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importance of environmentally conscious light bulbs. Another group will organize a route
to knock from door to door and establish who will say what and who will record the
conversations that students have with community members. Another group will organize
a community event that will motivate and inform people about what the environment
needs. If there are musicians in the group this event might be a rock concert that is
modeled on historic fundraising concerts. If there are athletes in the group this event
might be a basketball game that involves the community. Whatever the students decide,
they will be divided into groups of about 15-20.
Once this initial division is made, teachers will take these groups of students into
individual classrooms, and there discussion in more detail the roles that will need to be
filled. In these settings, students will again divide themselves into groups of three or four.
These groups will be responsible for developing the pamphlet that will be handed out, or
making calls to parents to spend a day with the students going around the community and
talking to members of the community. Other groups may be responsible for advertising
for the concert or getting the equipment for the concert. Teachers will be able to give
students ideas for different fundraisers they can organize, but the teacher’s role stops at
ideas. This project is about the students doing. Another fundraiser that the students could
organize is a ‘recycling (olympic) games’ which includes events such as


Trash Can Relay. Set up five classroom trash cans in an obstacle course in the
auditorium space of the fundraiser. The first person on the team runs the course,
weaving in and out around the cans. When the person reaches the last can, he or
she turns around and weaves back to the team. The runner taps the next team
member in line, who takes his/her turn running the course…
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Bottle Bowling. Set up bowling pins made from 2-liter soda pop bottles, small
bleach bottles, or tall dishwashing detergent bottles. Tip: Put about an inch of
sand in the bottom of the bottles; the pins will still be easy to bowl down, but the
bottles won't fall as easily as they would if there was no sand in them.



Waste No Water. Fill a clean open-topped non-breakable container (a plastic
spaghetti sauce jar or a soup can work well) with water for each team; be sure the
containers are the exact same size and filled to the brim with water. Set a start and
finish point. At a signal, the first runner heads for the finish line, walks over the
line, turns around and heads back to his or her team, and passes the container to
the next person in line. At the end of the race, the team with the most water still in
the container is the winner.



Newspaper Relay. Provide a stack of newspapers for each team and have team
members divide the stack evenly among themselves. Set up a paper bag or recycle
bin (or whatever container your community uses for recycling newspaper) at a
finish line. At a signal, the first member of the team carries his or her stack of
newspaper to the finish line, deposits it in the container, runs back to the team,
and taps the next person in line.



Putt for Points. Paint five coffee cans with bright colors. Paint or draw a point
value on each can. (Suggestions: Paint the number 5 on one can, the number 10
on another, 15 on a third, 20 on a fourth, and 50 on the fifth.) Set up the coffee
cans in a row. Give students three golf balls and three chances to accumulate
points for their team.
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Tumbling Towers. This activity can be done one team at a time. Provide a
recycle bin full of clean aluminum cans (for example, soda pop cans). At a signal,
students have 2 minutes to stack the cans one atop another. Each student takes a
turn at building a tower by stacking cans one atop the other. The student on each
team who builds the tallest tower then represents his or her team in a final teamagainst-team

stacking

competition.

(These

games

adapted

from

http://www.education-world.com/a_lesson/03/lp308-02.shtml)
Along with the fun of such a fundraiser the students will have to include more
concrete information about what they have learned and how they hope this fundraiser
will raise awareness of the situation.

Every morning of this week students will meet with their groups in their assigned
classrooms. There will be a teacher in each of the classrooms to help students generate
ideas and direction. The teacher, however, will do none of the work, but only help
students know what needs to be done. Students have one week to pull together the events
that they want to hold. The events themselves must take place in this week, but students
can continue to promote recyling, or energy efficient light in the school and the
community.
The assessment of this final project will be based on how the student’s
participation in the event reflects their philosophy of responsibility. This assessment will
help students to think of their actions as consistent with their presentations of themselves.
They will also be assessed on their ability to do what they set out to do, their ability to
find what they seek out etc. This unit will not culminate in a single grade. Each teacher
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will, rather, write a paragraph about the students she witnessed working in her classroom
during the last week of the unit. Subject teachers will be able to give a grade for the
previous two weeks to each of her students. The assessment of the student during the last
week of this unit will be included in the general comments about the students at report
card time.
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